
ADRIANA JOÃO 
and PEDRO TAVARES, 
authors of the new 
Fungo release
“onda dois ventos” is Fungo’s 14th release and is signed 
by Adriana João (AJ) and Pedro Tavares (PT). An album 
created in two days in Lisbon, which got together AJ’s 
violin with PT’s analog synthesizer, mixing vocals from 
both and sounds of different objects captured inside 
the studio where they composed and recorded.
After the necessary manipulations that were made later 
on, the result is an album with three tracks, a book 
of three chapters with a narrative that is both dark 
and seductive, extremely rich from the visual 
and performative point of view. “onda” “dois” “ventos”.

Release date: 24.06.2022
Composition: Adriana João and Pedro Tavares
Mastering: João Melo
Artwork: Adriana João and Pedro Tavares
Format: Cassette, limited to 60 copies. Contains free 
download code and an A3 poster printed in risography.
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ADRIANA JOÃO E PEDRO TAVARES 
onda dois ventos

Tracklist
A1. onda
B1. dois
B2. ventos

Brief Q & A session with AJ and PT
How did you guys meet? 
We both have the same academic career, including 
postgraduate studies, despite one year apart. Tastes and 
vision that complement each other, the occasion makes 
the thief. Healthy symbiotic steals.

How did the idea/intention for this joint album came up? 
This album comes as a result of a free and aerial space-
time in which we have been working together since 
May 2021. PT invited AJ to accompany a funcionário 
(solo project of PT) concert, and from there the project: 
create sound together. From recordings of improvisation 
in the living room of someone else’s house, using violin, 
piano and computers. From there, the first album 
“6 Ensaios” was formed, edited by CD-Recordable, 
after the invitation of Simão Simões. Subsequently 
materializing in a joint performance/concert at Out.Fest, 
in October 2021. All this to continue the daily strength of 
expressing what we both feel is necessary to bring to the 
world.

Is this joint work a natural reflection of the specific 
aesthetic of each one or does the union of the two 
worlds end up generating the unique sound of a musical 
project? 
A+B=C. Creating something unique and singular, 
although the tools revolved around what each one 
could carry in their backpack and what they found in 
the production space. Be it feedbacks or drinking water 
from the place where they worked. It’s PT’s taste for 
freejazz, that dolphin-like dive into the unknown, and 
AJ’s willingness to navigate it.

The album consists only of the recordings made in 
those 2 days at the studio or is there material that was 
produced outside of that context? When you went to the 
studio, did you already have in mind what you wanted 
to do? Or was it pure improvisation, like “let’s put this on 
record and you’ll see”? Or a little bit of both? Tell us how 
the experience was!
The album “onda dois ventos” is the result of two days 
of work, in which we got together without any kind of 
prior planning, where the sound and ideas were molded 
together, fluidly and dynamically. The sounds always 
come from a very communicative frenetic (dis)tuning. 
Recording and composing practically at the same time. 
Improvisation of the widest way of looking at the term. 
The only daily goal was to go to Tambarina restaurant 
for dinner.

Why “onda dois ventos”? 
It sounds good, it’s beautiful and it doesn’t look like 
anything.

Adriana João
She lived in Portimão until moving to Lisbon in 2016. 
Her transdisciplinary work blends moving image, 
sound, performance, sculpture, photography and 
installation. Leaning on the perpetual immaterial link 
between everything that exists – whether we know it 
or not – it is almost always linked through the invisible, 
the impalpable, the inaudible, the odorless and the 
tasteless. Perfect cycles, imperfect cycles, air cycles, 
and patterns that derive from common tangents.

Pedro Tavares
(1997, Setúbal, Portugal)
He unites the visual with the sound through his video 
work, as well as through the various musical projects 
he integrates: funcionário (solo) and Império Pacífico 
(duo) - having as a motto the expression of daily life and 
all its facets, not as a continuous narrative but rather as 
a bridge between memory and the imagination that 
interprets it.



Fungo
Fungo is an artist collective based in Lisbon, whose 
activity is focused on music and the relationship 
between it and the visual arts. 

In 2012, they founded the podcast series “A Guerra dos 
Mundos”, bringing together an estate that serves as 
a showcase for the work of national and international 
DJs and producers. In 2014 Fungo debuted as a label, 
having specialized in cassettes from 2016 onwards. 
In 2015 they started  the monthly show “Fungo 
Transmission”, on Rádio Quântica. In November 2021 
“So What by Fungo” show premiered on 1020 Radio, 
Bristol.

In the area of performing arts, Fungo created 
and presented the projects “Regressar Leva Sempre 
Muito Tempo” and “Ballet Statique”, which combine 
performing arts, video and music.

Fungo maintains a regular programming activity, 
with the presentationof musical projects mainly 
in the Lisbon area.

https://fungo.pt
https://fungolabel.bandcamp.com
https://soundcloud.com/fungo-label
https://facebook.com/fungoproject
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